
  

Day 78: Proofreading  Language Arts 7 

 

Fix the errors you find in the following paragraphs. There are ten mistakes. 

Manfred Albrecht Freiherr von Richthofen was a 

fighter pilot for germany during World War 1. He 

became one of the most famous fighter pilots of awl 

time throughout the course of the war. Painting his 

aircraft red lead him to be called by the nicknames “Red 

Fighter Pilot”, “Red Battle Flyer”, and, most famously, 

“Red Baron”. 

The Red Baron was likely the deadliest fighter pilot 

in the entire war. He was officially credited with eighty 

air combat victories before his death. At one point 

during combat, a hit to the head caused him temporary 

blindness. He recovered well enough to successfully 

make a rough landing of his plane. Eventually however 

his reputation made him a very sought-after target. 

Everyone wanted credit for bringing down the Red 

Baron and its still unclear who ultimately put the 

permanent end to his combat career. 
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